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Abstract—Computer-aided diagnosis in digital pathology often
relies on the accurate quantification of different indicators using
image analysis. However, tissue and slide processing can create
various types of image artifacts: blur, tissue-fold, tears, ink stains,
etc. On the basis of rough annotations, we develop a deep residual
network method for artifact detection and segmentation in H&E
and IHC slides, so that they can be removed from further
image processing and quantification. Our results show that using
detection (tile-based) or segmentation (pixel-based) networks (or
a combination of both) can successfully find areas as large as
possible of tissue with no artifact for further processing. We
analyze how changes in the network architecture and in the data
pre-processing influence the learning capability of the network.
Networks were trained on the Hydra cluster of the ULB and
VUB universities.

Index Terms—deep learning, histology artifact, weak supervi-
sion, noisy supervision, digital pathology

I. INTRODUCTION

Artifacts in histology images are structures which were
not naturally present in the tissue but appeared as unwanted
byproducts of the tissue processing workflow [1]. In partic-
ular, recent developments in multiplex immunohistochemistry
(IHC) assays may involve multiple cycles of staining, imaging,
chromogen washing and antibody stripping which can strongly
and diversely affect the histological slices. However, these
multiplex assays enable to better understand and character-
ize complex pathological processes by shifting from single
towards multiple detection of biomarkers on a single tissue
slide [2]. Artifacts thus have wildly different causes, mor-
phologies and characteristics, and can be difficult to recognize
as such. They can cause potential mistakes in quantitative
analyses involving image processing. Consequently, manual
annotations are usually required to identify and to remove
the artefactual areas before subsequent analyses. An alter-
native way can be offered by Deep Learning (DL) methods
that are very successful in solving image analysis tasks,
including digital pathology ones [3]. In the present study we
use rough annotations to train a deep residual network for
automatically segmenting artifacts in whole-slide imaging. We
propose to work at a relatively low resolution so that the

whole slide can be analyzed in minutes, in order to be useful
for quality assessment after image acquisition. Our method
shows robustness to weak and noisy supervision, which should
ease biomedical applications such as in digital pathology. We
explore how tweaking the network architecture and the dataset
pre-processing affect the results of the algorithm. We compare
our solutions with metrics related to the main objective of
finding large areas of tissue where we are reasonably certain
that there is no artifact.

II. RELATED WORKS

Proposed artifact detection methods usually focus on one
type of defect, such as tissue-folds [4] or blur [5]. These meth-
ods use traditional algorithms based on handcrafted features
and image statistics. In contrast, DL is a form of representation
learning, which includes the feature detection and selection
into the learning process. This approach tends to perform
particularly well on ill-defined problems, where the objects
of interest are difficult to formally describe [6].

DL methods were successfully used in digital pathology
for different tasks, such as mitosis localization [7], [8], basal-
cell carcinoma detection [9] or breast cancer grading [10].
These methods typically require large supervised datasets.
Most of the work in the domain was therefore focused on
problems where public datasets with accurate supervision
are available, such as the MITOS12, AMIDA13 or MITOS-
ATYPIA challenges [8]. These networks typically use a com-
bination of convolutional layers for feature detection, and
fully-connected layers for classification. Ciresan et al. use a
“cascading” method, with one network to select mitosis can-
didates (typically, most nuclei), and another more specialized
to discriminate between mitotic and non-mitotic nuclei [7].

“Residual units”, introduced by He et al [11], allow for
faster convergence of large networks, making them particularly
useful for training multiple networks in a reasonable time
frame without requiring huge GPU clusters. The main concept
of residual units is to use an identity mapping to create
shortcuts in the network, bypassing the main convolutional
layers.



Weak and noisy supervisions have recently become popular
research topics. Weak supervision typically refers to supervi-
sion that is less precise than the desired output (e.g. image
labels to produce pixel segmentation), as in Multiple-Instance
Learning [12]. Noisy supervision, on the other hand, refers to
cases where the label itself isn’t certain [13].

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Datasets

The datasets consist in tiles from whole-slide images. Some
slides were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) in a sin-
gle operation, resulting in few artifacts. Others were manipu-
lated, stained, scanned and washed several times in a multiplex
IHC assay to finally produce an hematoxylin and DAB staining
image with a large amount of artifacts. Twenty-two slides were
included in the training set and three in the validation set.
The latter was used for finding the best options in network
architecture and dataset processing. Both sets were manually
annotated by a non-specialist on the NDP.View2 Hamamatsu
software to segment artifacts roughly. One additional slide,
showing a different IHC marker evidenced on a different tissue
type, was annotated by an histology technologist and kept
aside for final testing. Data augmentation is performed with
simple axis symmetry, random noise addition on the RGB
pixel values and random illumination change.

A whole-slide image can include hundreds of small artifacts
and several larger ones (see illustrations in the results). It
is therefore very difficult and time-consuming to produce
accurate supervision. In such a scenario, we should assume
that our supervised dataset is flawed and contains many
errors. The annotation errors are of two types: imprecise
segmentation (mostly too large regions, with ”normal” pixels
wrongly annotated as artifacts) and unannotated artifacts. The
first error type is a lesser problem, as removing small tissue
areas around the artifacts is better than missing artifacts. The
second error, however, may prevent the network from learning
what an artifact is.

Our dataset is therefore both weak (the supervision isn’t
precise) and noisy (the labels aren’t certain). Starting from a
standard residual network architecture, we propose different
strategies to cope with those issues: using a “fuzzy-target”
scheme by applying a Gaussian filter on the target mask so
that the supervision includes annotation uncertainty; balancing
the dataset to force a certain proportion of the randomly
selected tiles to include identified artifacts; comparing the
use of detection networks with sliding windows, segmentation
networks, and a combination of both.

B. Core Network Architecture

The core network architecture (Fig. 1) is based on “residual”
units (with optional downsampling) and upsampling layers to
get the last feature maps back to the input image size. We add
either two fully-connected layers for artifact detection, or two
convolutional layers for artifact segmentation. Every convolu-
tional layer uses a “Leaky ReLU” activation function [14]. A
softmax function is applied on the last layer to get the output

(either a tile-wise or a pixel-wise prediction). Training is done
using the Adam optimizer [15] with the cross-entropy cost
function.

C. Methodology

1) Network Architecture: The basic architecture is modified
in two ways: its size (number of residual units and number
of feature maps) and its output (per-tile classification or per-
pixel segmentation). Ideally, we want to find the minimal
size necessary for the network to get accurate results. As the
desired output of the algorithm is a whole-slide segmentation,
it makes sense to use a fully convolutional network with
a segmentation output. However, given that the annotated
segmentation is flawed, it is possible that better results could
be achieved with a tile-based classification, which may be less
sensitive to the noise.

We test 3 different depths for the “feature learning” part of
the network: 3, 5 or 7 residual units (total depth = 13, 19 or
25 layers). These networks are tested each with two different
width (64 or 128 feature maps through the entire network), and
have either two fully-connected layers added for classification
or two convolutional layers added for segmentation.

2) Level of magnification: We want to work at a level of
magnification as low as possible, so as to be able to produce
the result on a whole slide in minutes at most, while still
being able to detect the small artifacts. We try working at
1.25x magnification, 0.625x magnification, or using both in
the training set.

3) Fuzzy targets: We propose to include the uncertainty
of the supervision by applying a 2D Gaussian filter on the
annotations prior to learning such that the pixels at the
annotation borders have “ground truth” values which are not
binary. We test the segmentation method with or without this
Gaussian filter, and with different standard deviations for the
Gaussian kernel (σ = 2 or σ = 6).

4) Dataset balancing: Artifacts usually constitute a minor-
ity class in the images. Moreover, the annotation weaknesses
mean that there is a significant amount of unannotated artifacts,
especially among the smallest ones. Therefore, if we sample
the tiles randomly, we quickly run into a local minimum
in our optimization process where every tile or every pixel
is classified as “non-artifact”. To avoid that, we balance the
training datasets by forcing every batch to contain a certain
proportion of tiles with at least some artifact(s) in it. For
detection, we test 25%, 50% and 75%. For segmentation
(where even tiles with artifacts will have a majority of “non-
artifact” pixels), we test 50%, 75% and 100%.

5) Evaluation: The networks are evaluated at 1.25x mag-
nification. The metrics we measured are: pixel-wise accuracy
(Acc), Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC), True Positive Rate
(TPR), True Negative Rate (TNR) and Negative Predictive
Value (NPV). Background pixels are excluded from the mea-
sures. We add a qualitative measure (Q) which judges whether
there is a large enough area of normal tissue left after removing
the artifacts (“X” marks a satisfactory qualitative evaluation).
As our main objective is to find large areas of artifact-free
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Fig. 1. (left) Residual Unit. The input can either go through three 3x3 convolutional layers, or straight to the addition. The max-pooling is optional, and
associated with a stride of 2. (center) Residual-3 architecture with either convolutional or fully-connected outputs. (right) Residual-5 architecture.

tissue, we use the TPR and the NPV as main measures of how
successful a network is, while removing unsuitable networks
according to Q. The DSC was found to be uninformative and
is excluded from the result tables for sake of clarity.

IV. RESULTS

A. Validation Slides

The strategy for exploring the impact of the different
methodological choices was first to find a “reasonable guess”
for a parameter combination that gave decent results. For both
detection and segmentation, we started with a Res5 architec-
ture, a tile size of 128x128 pixels, 1.25x magnification, 50%
balancing, and sharp targets for the segmentation (networks 4
and 15 in Table I). We then tweaked each parameter separately
to see its effect on the results, keeping the most promising
combinations along the way.

The detection networks (D) unsurprisingly tend to wildly
overestimate the artefactual regions, resulting in poor accu-
racies. In contrast, the segmentation networks (S) tend to
underestimate artifacts. However, these errors are often due to
the rough nature of the annotations: often the prediction of
the network more closely match the true shape of the artifact,
whereas the supervision includes a lot of normal tissue (Fig. 2).
These observations indicate that the segmentation networks
generalize well from a weak dataset whereas the evaluation
scores do not necessarily reflect this ability because of the
poor-quality supervision.

Regarding dataset balancing, higher TPR values are gener-
ally obtained when more artifacts are included in the training
data for the Res5 detection networks. However, the qualitative
evaluation evidences that numerous false positive detections
remove too much of the normal tissue when going above 50%
balancing. The Res5 segmentation networks do not show such
an impact of the balancing strategy, as even networks with
100% balancing see enough examples of non-artifact pixels to
properly recognize normal tissue.

Adding lower resolution data (0.625x magnification) tends
to produce more false positive detections, as at the lowest
resolution most tiles contain some artifacts. For the segmen-
tation networks, this effect is reduced by the fact that most

pixels within the tile still are of the non-artifact class. It can
actually improve their performance by giving them a slight
bias towards artifacts which they tend to underestimate. For
the detection networks, however, this means that most of the
slide will be classified as an artifact. Using bigger tiles has
a negative effect on shallower segmentation networks (Res3),
but may have a positive effect on deeper networks (Res5).

The thinner networks (Res3t, Res5t) tend to show slightly
lower performances than the others. However, including more
layers does not necessarily produce better results. In fact,
the performances are almost identical for Res3 and Res5
architectures.

Fuzzy targets (Sf) using a Gaussian filter (σ = 2) produces
lower performances for Res3 and Res5 networks, and a slightly
better performance for Res7. Using a larger kernel (σ = 6)
for Res5 does not decrease the performance as much, without
giving better results than the sharp targets (Ss).

We selected two detection and two segmentation networks
for the final testing. For detection, after removing the networks
with bad Q, the best TPR and NPV are achieved by networks
1 and 4. For segmentation, networks 18 and 21 are kept
(see Table I). We also combined the predictions of the best
segmentation and detection networks (4 and 21) by taking the
average value of their softmax output. The resulting image is
almost as good as the detection networks at finding all artifact
pixels, while preserving more of the normal tissue.

B. Test Slide

The final test is done on a completely different slide
annotated by a skilled technician, and containing a large
amount of artifacts with a more precise segmentation than
in the training set (see Fig. 2). The results for the selected
networks are shown in Table II. Some details are shown in
Fig. 2, and a full-slide view of the results for the combined
networks is shown in Fig. 3. As observed for the validation
slides, the detection networks tend to overestimate the artifacts.
However, both networks preserve enough normal tissue to
permit further processing, and many of the “false positives”
are due to unannotated artifacts. The segmentation networks
do miss some artifacts, but as their segmentation is much more



TABLE I
RESULTS ON THE VALIDATION SET FOR ALL TESTED NETWORKS. SELECTED NETWORKS FOR THE TEST SLIDE ARE SHOWN IN BOLD.

Arch S/D Tile Mag Bal Acc TPR TNR Q NPV
1 Res3 D 128 1.25 50 81.84% 88.47% 81.50% X 99.28%
2 Res5 D 128 1.25 0 91.16% 79.09% 91.77% X 98.85%
3 Res5 D 128 1.25 25 87.56% 83.53% 87.77% X 99.05%
4 Res5 D 128 1.25 50 79.44% 90.41% 78.88% X 99.38%
5 Res5 D 128 1.25 75 71.83% 92.42% 70.78% 99.46%
6 Res5 D 128 B 50 76.65% 92.14% 75.86% 99.48%
7 Res5t D 128 1.25 50 80.54% 85.92% 80.27% 99.12%
8 Res5t D 256 1.25 50 68.03% 97.56% 66.44% 99.80%
9 Res7 D 128 1.25 50 84.01% 85.82% 83.92% X 99.15%
10 Res3 Ss 128 1.25 50 95.39% 47.62% 97.82% X 97.35%
11 Res3 Sf2 128 1.25 50 96.10% 36.94% 99.12% X 96.86%
12 Res3 Ss 256 1.25 50 95.73% 40.02% 98.74% X 96.83%
13 Res3 Sf2 256 1.25 50 95.80% 36.60% 98.99% X 96.66%
14 Res3t Sf2 256 1.25 50 95.94% 39.46% 98.98% X 96.81%
15 Res5 Ss 128 1.25 50 95.89% 50.36% 98.20% X 97.49%
16 Res5 Sf2 128 1.25 50 96.14% 36.89% 99.16% X 96.86%
17 Res5 Sf6 128 1.25 50 96.08% 45.21% 98.67% X 97.25%
18 Res5 Ss 128 B 50 95.32% 51.49% 97.55% X 97.53%
19 Res5 Ss 128 1.25 75 95.21% 46.24% 97.71% X 97.27%
20 Res5 Ss 128 1.25 100 95.49% 47.26% 97.94% X 97.33%
21 Res5 Ss 128 B 100 95.19% 52.44% 97.37% X 97.57%
22 Res5t Ss 128 1.25 50 96.24% 38.02% 99.20% X 96.92%
23 Res5t Ss 256 1.25 50 95.67% 45.18% 98.40% X 97.08%
24 Res7 Ss 128 1.25 50 96.21% 41.57% 99.00% X 97.08%
25 Res7 Sf2 128 1.25 50 95.86% 45.44% 98.42% X 97.25%
4 + 21 89.77% 84.45% 90.04% X 99.13%

precise they may be better suited if a region of interest for the
pathologist is situated near artifacts. The combined solution is,
again, a good compromise to keep a bit more tissue than the
pure detection network, while identifying almost all artifacts.

Processing times for a whole-slide image varied between
1’30” (segmentation only network) and 4’ (combined net-
works) on an NVIDIA Titan X Pascal GPU.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Learning from weak and noisy supervision is a very useful
ability for biomedical image processing. In the present study
we investigated whether the generalization capabilities of DL
methods allow their use when good benchmark datasets are
unavailable.

Finding large tissue areas free of artifacts in histological
slides is an ill-defined problem where accurate supervision is
hard to create. Our DL approach provides good results despite
weak supervision. While human annotation tends to miss many
small artifacts, our method identifies them even though similar
examples are scarce in the dataset. False positives remain
common, especially in the “detection” approach, but within
acceptable limits for further image processing.

Systematic testing of different choices in the image pro-
cessing pipeline, in both the DL parameters and the data pre-
processing, provides insights into how DNNs can learn from
weak supervision. The importance of balancing the training
data to ensure proper convergence of the networks is apparent.
Combining complementary approaches with opposite biases
also helps finding good results: detection networks, which
overestimate the objects of interest, combined with segmenta-
tion networks, which underestimate them. This combination is

advantageous even though the networks are trained separately.
Future work should explore the interest of training them
together, which may lead to a method closer to the cascading
networks proposed in [7].

Our method analyzes a full whole-slide image in a few
minutes, possibly serving as both a quality assessment tool
and a preprocessing one in the digital pathology workflow.
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Fig. 3. Result on the test whole-slide image for the combined network (4+21).


